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REMOTE 
ACTIVITIES

1. Edible Painting
2. Party n Paint
3. Let’s Get Quizzical
4. Game Show
5. Through the Decades
6. Spy School Training 
7. Virtual Away Day
8. Virtual Escape – Arctic Survival
9. Virtual Escape – Art Heist
10. Murder Mystery
11. Murder on the Train
12. Murder on the Slopes 
13. Around the World
14. Around the World Festive Special 
15. Beat the Screen
16. Festive Social 
17. Pirates Cove Scavenger Hunt
18. The Big Picture
19. Musical Bingo
20. Dabbers Bingo
21. Zero Hour
22. Play Your Games Right
23. Crystal Mazed
24. Horses, Hogs & Hounds
25. Bear Grylls Survival Challenge/Summit Experience
26. Italian Cookery
27. Virtual Mixology
28. Virtual Christmas Mixology
29. Virtual Gin Tasting
30. Virtual Whisky Tasting
31. Virtual Beer Tasting
32. Virtual Wine Tasting
33. Flavour Explorer Sensory Challenge
34. Virtual Chocolate Challenge
35. Premium Virtual Wine/Ale/Whisky & Cheese Tasting



Edible 
Painting

Lasts around 60 mins

Cost:  £45 + VAT per person
NB: Minimum Numbers 40. UK Delivery included

We begin by teaching you how to make edible paints 
before taking you on a journey of artistic discovery playing 
with mystery flavoured paints, colour fusions, abstract 
candy marks and more, using these new-found skills to 
complete quick-fire challenges, sumptuous self-portraits 
with a twist and a rather lovely pièce de résistance so 
good you’ll want to frame it. Or just eat it.

We munch, blend, paint and lick our way through canvas 
after canvas during this unique 60 minute session. It’s 
created simply with one thing in mind: to release your 
inner Picasso. Whether you’re a closet impressionist or if 
paint-by-numbers is more your thing, this session is for 
anyone who can hold a paintbrush!

And the best part? You can eat it all - canvases, tools and 
the paints!

Your pack will include multiple edible canvases, five 
coloured and flavoured paints, a wobble pen, an artist’s 
palette and other tasty tools of the trade…



Party n 
Paint

Lasts up to 90 mins. Min 10 Max 150

Cost:  £50 + VAT per person plus £250 + 
VAT facilitation fee.  Add a Cheese & 
Wine hamper for £40 + VAT pp.

Party n Paint are offering exclusive, online, professional 
art sessions to encourage your employees to stay 
creative and inspired!
A fully interactive online session run by our resident 
artist alongside a Party n Paint DJ!
Our artist will guide employees through a step-by-step 
tutorial of an original canvas painting all while our DJ 
keeps you entertained with great music to accompany 
your creativity
A bespoke Party n Paint Art Kit with everything they 
need will be sent to every employee’s doorstep
You can also pick which painting you would like your 
team to paint!
As our sessions are live and interactive your team are 
able to ask questions throughout the process through 
our online chat forum! Whether it’s simply to ask the 
artist to repeat a step or for the DJ to play their 
favourite song! 

Your kit will include everything you need to take part!
16 x 20 Primed Cotton Canvas, X 10 Paintbrushes, 
X 12 Acrylic Paint Pack, Paint Palette, Mini bottle of 
Bubbly, Reference Picture, Instructions



Let’s Get 
Quizzical Great For:

• Social Interaction

• Fun Frenetic Energy

• Replacing After Work Social

• Fun Competition

Lasts 75 minutes

Cost:  £12 + VAT per person plus £250 + 
VAT facilitation fee per 50 guests
NB: Smartphones & laptops not provided

Give your team a well deserved boost with our action-
packed Team Quiz! Do not fear, this isn’t just your 
average quiz - our mix of trivia challenges and fun, 
creative tasks ensures there’s something for everyone, 
and most importantly allows people to participate from 
the office or home, in person or virtually - everyone 
can join the fun!

Made up of three interactive rounds, our Let’s Get 
Quizzical team quiz has been designed to keep teams 
connected and engaged, and encourages participants 
to let their hair down and have a laugh. It's the perfect 
interactive activity to combat loneliness and prevent 
isolation whilst working remotely. 



Game Show

Lasts 75 minutes

Cost:  £12 + VAT per person plus £250 + 
VAT facilitation fee per 50 guests
NB: Smartphones & laptops not provided

Have you ever dreamed of being in ‘the chair’ on Who 
Wants to be a Millionaire, or spinning the Wheel of 
Fortune? New to our remote series, our Game Show 
Quiz is inspired by the very best television game 
shows...

‘Channel’ your TV knowledge in this entertaining quiz 
that will see you and your team playing through three 
interactive rounds of trivia and putting creative skills to 
the test in photo and video challenges! Within each 
lively category you'll complete questions and tasks 
based on much-loved classics. But watch out for the 
bonus challenges (you can’t phone a friend or ask the 
audience!)

Hosted via video conference and one of our fabulous 
virtual event managers, teams will be up against the 
clock to complete each round and earn the most points 
before the timer hits zero.



Through the 
Decades

Lasts 75 minutes

Cost:  £12 + VAT per person plus £250 + 
VAT facilitation fee per 50 guests
NB: Smartphones & laptops not provided

Were you lucky enough to live through the Swinging 
Sixties? Or maybe you were a ‘noughties child’? 
Whatever your era, this nostalgic quiz has something 
for everyone!

Discover a virtual journey through the decades! 
Starting in the ‘60s, this time-travelling challenge will 
see players completing three rounds of trivia questions 
and creative tasks on film, music, gadgets and general 
trivia from each decade. They’ll also need their wits 
(and memories) about them to conquer two high-
energy Bonus Rounds, designed to bring their 
teamwork and creativity into the modern ages!

Hosted via video conference and one of our fabulous 
virtual event managers, teams will be up against the 
clock to complete each round and earn the most points 
before the timer hits zero.



Spy School: 
Training Great For:

• Problem Solving

• Testing Memory

• Team Communication

• Observational Skills

Lasts 90 minutes

Cost:  £12 + VAT per person plus £250 + 
VAT facilitation fee per 50 guests
NB: Smartphones & laptops not provided

Learn to become the ultimate agent with this high-energy, 
competitive challenge! New to our remote series, Spy 
School: Training is designed to put your teamwork, 
communication and memory to the test.
Channel your inner James Bond to crack cryptic clues and 
decipher your way through three levels of top secret 
training tasks. But like any good spy knows, you'll also 
need your very best disguises for a creative challenge or 
two! It’s a race against the clock to earn your badges and 
embark on your first mission.
Hosted via video conference and one of our virtual event 
managers, you and your team will have to get creative, 
unpick puzzles and solve the case to reign supreme and 
achieve top spy status.



Virtual 
Awayday Great For:

• Combatting Loneliness

• Keeping teams Connected

• Decision Making Under Pressure

• Collaboration

Lasts up to 75 mins

Cost:  £12 + VAT per person plus £250 + 
VAT facilitation fee per 50 guests
NB: Smartphones & laptops not provided

The aim of the game is simple … Score as many points 
as possible before you run out of time! Working in 
remote teams, you will need to decide upon the best 
answer to each question to win maximum points. 
Playing from any location including home, participants 
will use their own devices to answer questions and 
complete challenges. 

Team strategy is the key to winning this challenge; 
players must communicate and work with the other 
remote players in order to progress. All whilst racing 
against the ticking clock! 



Virtual 
Escape –
Arctic 
Survival

This snow-packed virtual adventure will see and your 
teams taking on an Arctic expedition like no other. 
You must work together to solve cryptic clues 
scattered throughout the abandoned Arctic hut, you 
will have to put your logical thinking and code-
cracking skills to the test in order to kickstart the 
generator, call for help and escape before the heavy 
snowfall and high winds leave you lost in the 
Arctic.Lasts up to 90 mins

Cost:  £12 + VAT per person plus £250 + 
VAT facilitation fee per 50 guests
NB: Smartphones & laptops not provided

A highly engaging and experiential team event 
designed to put creative problem-solving skills to the 
test. Remote teams must complete a series of cryptic 
tasks, riddles and puzzles, with the goal of escaping our 
virtual room!

Hosted via video conference and one of our virtual 
event managers, participants will have to unpick 
evidence, unravel cryptic messages and avoid the 
curveballs that will be thrown at them along the way!  
Using image recognition and augmented reality 
technology, teams will have to scan the right objects 
via our Escape website to unlock tasks, challenges and 
codes in order to break free!



Virtual 
Escape –
Art Heist

You've been framed for an elaborate art heist. You must 
work as a team to crack the code and escape. Hosted via 
video conference and one of our virtual event managers, 
participants will have to unpick evidence, unravel cryptic 
messages and avoid the curveballs that will be thrown at 
them along the way! Using image recognition and 
augmented reality technology, teams will have to scan the 
right objects via our Art Heist Escape website to unlock 
tasks, challenges and codes in order to break free!

Lasts up to 90 mins

Cost:  £12 + VAT per person plus £250 + VAT 
facilitation fee per 50 guests
NB: Smartphones & laptops not provided

A highly engaging and experiential team event 
designed to put creative problem-solving skills to the 
test. Remote teams must complete a series of cryptic 
tasks, riddles and puzzles, with the goal of escaping our 
virtual room!

Hosted via video conference and one of our virtual 
event managers, participants will have to unpick 
evidence, unravel cryptic messages and avoid the 
curveballs that will be thrown at them along the way!  
Using image recognition and augmented reality 
technology, teams will have to scan the right objects 
via our Escape website to unlock tasks, challenges and 
codes in order to break free!



Murder 
Mystery

Great For:

• Logical Thinking Skills

• Keeping Teams Connected

• Develop Problem Solving

Lasts up to 90 mins

Cost:  £12 + VAT per person plus £250 + 
VAT facilitation fee per 50 guests
NB: Smartphones & laptops not provided

Forming part of our Remote Series, our Manor House 
Murder challenge is a highly interactive problem-
solving event designed to test your crime-solving skills. 
CSI meets Cluedo in this classic ‘whodunit’, requiring 
players to work together to unlock and examine key 
evidence such as witness statements and suspect 
interviews, using augmented reality to reveal hidden 
information along the way. As you explore the crime 
scene via an interactive map, you’ll complete tasks and 
challenges which will help you acquire evidence and 
assist with your investigation.

Hosted via video conference and one of our virtual 
event managers, points will be awarded for successfully 
completing observational and trivia questions, as well 
as fun photo and video tasks, all whilst identifying the 
weapon, murderer and motive.



Murder On 
The Train

Great For:

• Developing Active Listening

• Analysing Evidence

• Judgement & Decision Making

Lasts up to 90 mins

Cost:  £12 + VAT per person plus £250 + 
VAT facilitation fee per 50 guests
NB: Smartphones & laptops not provided

You and your team have been transported back to the 
1920s to solve a murder case onboard a long distance 
train travelling from Paris to Constantinople. 
Somewhere between Budapest and Belgrade, the 
murderer has struck and a body has been discovered.
Using augmented reality and the interactive map, it’s 
up to you and your fellow detectives to scour the 
carriages for evidence and examine the witness 
statements to discover what happened that fateful 
night. You’ll need to look out for hidden clues and 
complete a variety of challenges to help your 
investigation as you go!

This is a time-sensitive case and it's imperative that the 
killer is caught before the train reaches Constantinople! 
Will you and your team be the ones to solve this 
heinous crime?



Murder On 
The Slopes

Great For:

• Winter themed Mystery

• Interactive Evidence

• Earn points against the clock

Lasts up to 90 mins

Cost:  £12 + VAT per person plus £250 + 
VAT facilitation fee per 50 guests
NB: Smartphones & laptops not provided

You and your team are on an exciting skiing trip when 
things suddenly take a deadly turn. An avalanche hits 
and in the aftermath, a body has been discovered in 
the snow...

Using the interactive map, it’s up to you and your 
fellow detectives to scour the chalet for evidence and 
liaise with the witnesses to discover what happened 
when the avalanche hit. You’ll need to look out for 
hidden clues and rule out suspects to aid your 
investigation as you go! Remember, everyone is a 
suspect as you try to figure out who could have done 
such a thing!

With the clock ticking and the case on thin ice, you 
must work together to piece together what happened 
and uncover the cold-blooded killer before it’s too late!



Around the 
World

Great For:

• Against the Clock

• Keeping Teams Connected

• Geographical Knowledge

• Test Creative Skills

Lasts up to 90 mins

Cost:  £12 + VAT per person plus £250 + 
VAT facilitation fee per 50 guests
NB: Smartphones & laptops not provided

Take your team on a virtual globe-trotting trip around 
the world, visiting 22 countries across 40,000 virtual 
miles while putting your teamwork, collaboration and 
creativity to the test!
Starting in Argentina, each country contains a series of 
tasks & challenges to earn participants Travel Credits to 
make it to their next destination. With a whole host of 
challenges including demonstrating Kung-Fu skills in 
China, to exploring well known landmarks on Google 
Maps to uncover the answers to questions - there’s 
something for everyone! Keep an eye on the clock 
though - Travel Credits are earned not only through 
completing tasks, but for distance travelled too. The 
team with the most Travel Credits at the end will be 
crowned the winners!



Around the 
World 
Festive 
Special

• Against the Clock

• Festive Traditions from across the globe

• Inclusive for Global Teams

• Unlock Travel Themed Trivia

Lasts up to 90 mins

Cost:  £12 + VAT per person plus £250 + 
VAT facilitation fee per 50 guests
NB: Smartphones & laptops not provided

Get your team together for the gift that keeps on giving 
this season, a unique expedition that’s packed with 
holiday spirit and plenty of culture.

Using our immersive app, you’ll be virtually travelling 
the world to experience the celebrations of different 
cultures across the globe! As you touch down in each 
country, you’ll complete a variety of travel trivia tasks, 
all based on religious and cultural festivities from 
countries such as Brazil, France, Spain and more. 

You and your fellow adventurers will be up against the 
clock to score as many points as possible before you 
run out of time. The team with the most points at the 
end will be crowned the winners! Who will be the first 
to make it Around The World this season?



Beat the 
Screen

Cost:  £12 + VAT per person plus £250 + 
VAT facilitation fee per 50 guests
NB: Smartphones & laptops not provided

A remote activity with a difference. Delivered via video conferencing software 
and our Mobile Adventures app but designed to encourage physical activity, 
this unique challenge includes a 30-minute microbreak to encourage 
participants to get away from their computer and head outdoors.* Whether 
participants are at home or in the office, this activity is a great way to bring 
your colleagues together for 60 minutes of questions and challenges that will 
have them working together, being creative and getting some fresh air along 
the way.

With 3 rounds to complete, the range of activities are the perfect combination 
to make sure everybody feels involved.

ROUND 1: (20 mins) 6 categories of cerebral/cryptic tasks to be completed 
virtually as a team to get you in the zone and putting points on the board.

ROUND 2: (30 mins) fun physical/creative photo and video tasks to get you up 
and about.

ROUND 3: (10 mins) A ‘Beat The Clock’ round where teams regroup virtually to 
complete as many general knowledge trivia questions as quickly as possible 
before time runs out. The perfect finale!

*Participants can choose challenges that are indoors if they would prefer not 
to head outdoors.

Duration: 90 minutes in total which includes the briefing (15 mins), gameplay 
(60 mins) and wrap-up (15 mins)



Festive 
Social

Cost:  £12 + VAT per person plus £250 + 
VAT facilitation fee per 50 guests
NB: Smartphones & laptops not provided

Our much-loved Festive Social is back for a second edition! 
Packed full of brand new Christmas trivia, there’ll be no 
resting Grinch faces this season!

How much does your team really know about the holidays? 
Working together through 3 festive rounds, you and your 
teammates will be up against the clock to answer themed 
trivia and complete creative challenges on music, films and 
more! Plus we’ll be bringing you together at various points 
for some hilarious community challenges. There really is 
something to ‘soot’ everyone in this holly, jolly activity!

So pop on your favourite Christmas jumper and put your 
knowledge to the test. We guarantee this fun challenge will 
give you and your team plenty of laughs as you celebrate 
together. 

• Perfect End of Year Social
• Brand New Questions & Tasks
• 3 Rounds of Festive Fun
• Test your Holiday Knowledge



Pirates Cove 
Scavenger 
Hunt

Cost:  £12 + VAT per person plus £250 + 
VAT facilitation fee per 50 guests
NB: Smartphones & laptops not provided

Ahoy there! It’s time to abandon ship and embark inland on 
an adventure to find the legendary treasures of Pirate’s 
Cove...

Working your way across an interactive treasure map, you 
and your team must unlock a series of challenges that will 
earn you points and virtual items to use on your adventure! 
You’ll need to channel your inner pirates and scavenge items 
for creative photos and videos whilst testing your quick wit 
with a variety of puzzles.

Avast, it’s a hunt for ‘X marks the spot’ and accuracy is well-
rewarded here me hearties! You and your fellow buccaneers 
must work together to score as many points as possible in 
order to move across the map and locate the treasure!



The Big 
Picture

Great For:
• Communication
• Creativity
• One Team/Whole Company Activity

Lasts up to 90 mins

£28.99 + VAT per person (includes tracked 
postage and all equipment)
£499 + VAT Facilitation fee
£99 + VAT per additional 50 guests. 
UK only. ROI Excluded

Let your creative juices run wild in this collaborative team
build that brings teams together from their own homes.
Teams are tasked with making a giant piece of artwork.
Think along the lines of your company logo or something
that represents a vision or value the twist however is that
the artwork has been split up amongst the whole group.
Think of it as your giant picture being split into jigsaw
pieces with each person creating one of those pieces
Teams will work together in a virtual meeting room, where
they will need to communicate what they are doing so
that the scale of artwork is correct.
The finished outcome will be amazing with everyone
showing up their artwork to their cameras to create the
giant finished artwork. We can then take each of the
artworks and create a time-lapse that can be shown back
at a later date.



Musical 
Bingo

Lasts up to 60 mins

Costs:
£9.99 + VAT per person
£299 + VAT Facilitation fee for up to 50 guests
£99 + vat per additional 50 guests. 

It’s just like regular bingo, but instead of shouting out numbers 
we play songs!

Each round takes on a different genre of song choices; these 
could be based on either a decade, theme or just a random quirky 
topic, for example Movie Theme Tunes or Disney songs!
Guests are each given a unique online digital bingo card that they 
virtually mark and score as they think they’ve heard the track or 
artist - if they think they’ve populated the whole card and have a 
“full house” - they call, Bingo! This is a true test of music 
knowledge and will have you on the edge of your seat.

Our remote Event Host will welcome you into your virtual 
meeting. They will lead the 60 minutes session, taking charge of 
the music and also adjudicating. Before your event we will send 
you joining instructions in order to join the Web Call, and when it 
comes to playing one of the rounds our Host will get guests to 
open up that round and the web page - which will pop up with 
your card on it. You change the card if you don’t like it - simple!
The presenter will then play the tracks, you mark off the songs as 
you hear them by clicking on the song on your screen. When you 
have a line of songs, you shout ‘Bingo’. The presenter will stop the 
tracks and check the unique code on your card to double check.



Virtual 
Dabbers 
Bingo

Cost:  
Up to 50 Guests - £960 + VAT
Up to 100 = £1,800 + VAT
Up to 200 = £3.000 + VAT
Up to 300 = £4,200 + VAT
Up to 500 = £6,500 + VAT

We’re the UK’s first dedicated contemporary bingo hall. 
We’ve adapted our unique style of entertainment to be 
able to deliver it virtually.

In the short time that we’ve been streaming we’ve 
delivered Dabbers to teams across continents and time-
zones.

Play our crowd-pleasing game with bingo rules and all 
the added excitement of a Dabbers style game. Or for 
something a bit more challenging, add a quizzical 
element with Quingo; the game in which you need to 
solve a conundrum to decipher which number to dab off.

We provide the talented Host, DJ, Sound & Vision Mixer 
& Slides Manager, hosted on Zoom, with Prizes and 
Digital Bingo Books included.



Zero Hour

Lasts up to 60 mins

10- 100 Guests

Cost:  £30 + VAT per person (min. no’s 30)
UK Postage Included. 

Zero Hour is a fast moving, high energy competition 
where teams must race against the clock to win the 
highest score before the clock reaches Zero. Theme packs 
will be sent out to all guests including equipment which 
will assist them with their table top challenges. This can 
include equipment such as: chopsticks, straws, plates and 
string. 

Example of challenges can include: roll a 2m string around 
a pen in the quickest time, move as many Maltesers from 
one plate to another with a straw etc. 
Start off by practising with your team in your breakout 
room, then nominating a team member to compete in the 
main room against other selected team members in a 
certain amount of time. Our Event Managers would host 
this event, eliminate cheating (potentially deduct points!) 
collect times and keep scores. 



Play Your 
Games Right

Lasts up to 60 mins

10- 300 Guests

Cost:  £30 + VAT per person (min. no’s 30)

Ever wanted to be a contestant on a classic Game show? 

Well, here’s your chance to take part in them all! ‘Play 

Your Games Right’ comprises of more than a dozen shows 

from days gone by to popular hits on your screen now. 

This fantastic team competition will tax both your memory 

banks and your wit!

Examples of games include:
•Family Fortunes - Teams must guess the top answer in 
the poll
•Blankety Blank - First team to correctly guess the missing 
word
•Celebrity Juice - Two celebrity faces have been merged 
together, teams have to decipher who they are

And many more games too from:
• Bullseye
• Wheel of Fortune
• The Cube
• Call My Bluff



Crystal Mazed

Lasts up to 60 mins

10- 100 Guests

Cost:  £30 + VAT per person (min. no’s 30)

Inspired by the iconic show, our brand-new Virtual 

Crystal Mazed sees teams compete to earn as many 

crystals as possible to trade for time in the Virtual 

Crystal Cube Ticket grabber frantic finale! Moving 

around 4 themed zone rooms and guided by our host, 

guests compete in a series of fun challenges designed 

to engage and inspire your guests to virtual greatness! 

Each zone will comprise of a mental and physical 

challenges, some mental challenges will be in breakout 

rooms but all physical challenges are head-to-head in 

the main room for that zone.  The two top teams will 

battle it out in the finale.



Horses, Hogs 
& Hounds

Lasts up to 60 mins

10- 100 Guests

Cost:  £30 + VAT per person (min. no’s 30)

Not just your standard race night, Horses, Hogs and 

Hounds is a sure-fire winner! With all the fun of the 

races, we sort the rookies from the bookies as your 

guests gamble virtual fun money in an attempt to 

‘clean up’ in this fabulous entertainment event. 

Our Master of Ceremonies uses broadcast quality 

greyhound, pony trap and horse races to mix up the 

betting fun…with a surprising race at the end for extra 

fun!

You can place your bet in either the main meeting 

room individually or in breakout rooms as teams 

depending on number of people participating.



Bear Grylls 
Survival 
Challenge

Lasts 60-90 mins

Minimum 6 guests.

Cost:  £20 + VAT per person plus £500 + 
VAT facilitation fee 

Bear’s Priorities of Survival is an engaging virtual 
experience where team participants are faced with a mix 
of creative tasks and challenges putting their survival skills 
to the test. This unique and interactive journey is hosted 
by a Bear Grylls Survival Academy Instructor to facilitate 
learning, offer advice and ensure maximum delegate 
participation throughout the activity. It begins with an 
introduction to why we must never forget the order of our 
priorities when stuck in a survival situation. That’s why
Bear tells us to:- Please Remember What’s First:

Protection > Rescue > Water > Food

Teams complete various survival themed tasks & bonus 
challenges in order to earn points to determine if they will 
sink or survive. The activity culminates with a quiz, 
combining live questions and pre-recorded video reels to 
solve the answers.

Does your team have what it takes to survive?



Bear Grylls 
Summit 
Experience

Lasts 60-90 mins

Minimum 6 guests.

Cost:  £20 + VAT per person plus £500 + 
VAT facilitation fee 

BGSA have created an engaging team activity that allows 
remote team interaction, it’s been designed to focus on 
boosting morale and creating a ‘feel good’ factor within 
the workforce. With competitive challenges, hands on 
tasks and a live BGSA Instructor to host, it prevents your 
team from feeling isolated and above all is fun.

Mount Everest has long been known as one of the most 
dangerous mountains in the world and in this Bear Grylls 
style challenge, you will be pitted against each other in 
teams as you race to summit; while learning key survival 
skills and what it really takes to scale a peak of this size.

Our focus is for teams to display lateral thinking, trust and 
cohesion in a safe and fun environment, especially when a 
little fun competition is involved, so come and join us
and see if you can survive like Bear! 



Italian 
Cookery

Lasts around 60 mins

Costs:

£9.99 + VAT per person
£299 + VAT Facilitation fee for up to 50 guests
£99 + vat per additional 50 guests. 

Ever fancied having your own private chef guide you 
through how to make your own authentic Italian meal?
Your chef will take charge of the kitchen and demonstrate 
exactly how to make your very own pasta. All this from the 
minimal amount of ingredients (that you need to provide 
from a list we send you)  and also tools, allowing anyone 
to make this simple but delicious pasta dough.
Hosted via video conference and lead by one of our 
charismatic Chefs , you and your team will join the session 
and have the opportunity to make a delicious Italian
Pasta dish from a combination of different ingredients that 
you’ll likely already have in the kitchen cupboard.
Guests will have the opportunity of mixing their pasta 
flour and eggs to create a nice malleable dough before 
rolling it flat with a rolling pin or wine bottle before
cutting out their pasta shapes with a sharp knife. Whilst 
the Pasta is on the boil it is time to make the tomato sauce 
by combining the Italian Mixed Herbs, Onion,
Chopped Tomatos and Garlic. The final flair is added in the 
form of grated Parmesan cheese and fresh Basil.



Virtual 
Mixology

Lasts up to 90 mins

Cost:  £42.95 + VAT per person plus £420 
+ VAT facilitation fee. 
Delivery to UK: £10 + VAT.  Europe on application
Not available from 15th Nov – 24th Dec’ 21

Our master mixologists will teach you how to mix it, shake 
it, crush it and drink it! With a vast array of spirits to 
choose from, this interactive masterclass makes the 
perfect start to any evening and will have you and your 
colleagues in fits of laughter and all from the safety of 
your own home.

Before your event we will send you out a box full of 
ingredients and a cocktail shaker, you just need to provide 
the glasses and the ice. Each box contains enough to make 
nine cocktails (3 different types). Your event will be hosted 
by one of our charismatic mixologists from our very own 
themed bar. They will guide you through how to make 
them and offer any hints and tips you may need. This can 
be on ours or yours video platform.

This really is a great event to bring your whole team 
together and leave you with some great cocktail skills.



Virtual 
Christmas  
Mixology

Lasts 60 mins

Cost:  £42.95 + VAT per person plus £600 
+ VAT facilitation fee. 
Delivery to UK: £10 + VAT.  Europe on application

A fun virtual mixology experience to get everyone into the 
Christmas spirit.
We send out Christmas Cocktail Boxes ready for the 
session.
The hour long session consists of a step by step guide with 
our expert host on shaking up our premium Christmas 
cocktails.
Guests go head-to-head racing each other making the 
drinks.
A Christmas quiz kicks off amongst other festive fun and 
games.
WHAT’S IN THE BOX:
4 x Ingredients for Christmas Cocktails (St. Nick’s Tipple & 
Mexican Elf Kick
1 x 8oz mini 3 part cocktail shaker
1 x 50ml/25ml measure
1 x fine mesh strainer
1 x nutmeg grater
1 x Santa hat
1 x bag of milk chocolate coins
Packaged in a cardboard presentation box with wood wool



Virtual Gin 
Tasting

Lasts around 60 mins

Cost:  £39.95 + VAT per person plus £420 
+ VAT facilitation fee 
Delivery to UK: £10 + VAT.  Europe on application
Not available from 15th Nov – 24th Dec’ 21

Our Gin master will take you through the event explaining 
each process and making sure you have everything you 
need in front of you.
Guests will be taken through a history of Gin whilst 
sampling 5 different gins with varying profiles.
After each tasting the host will be able to answer any 
questions.  
Once all 5 gins have been tasted guests select their 
favourite go with the craft tonic and garnishes provided.

What’s in the box?
• 5 Different Gins in 50ml glass bottles
• 1 x 200ml Bottle of Craft Tonic Water
• Garnishes in a Biodegradable Sealed Bag
• All packaging with wood & wood wool in an unbranded 

brown cardboard box which is then placed in another 
box to preserve the gin.

What you need to provide:
• 0.3kg of cubed ice
• 5 small glasses for tasting the gin
• 1 long glass for the Gin & Tonic



Virtual 
Whisky 
Tasting

Lasts around 60 mins

Cost:  £49.95 + VAT per person plus £420 
+ VAT facilitation fee 
Delivery to UK: £10 + VAT.  Europe on application
Not available from 15th Nov – 24th Dec’ 21

Our Whisky master will take you through the event 
explaining each process and making sure you have 
everything you need in front of you.
Guests will be taken through the 5 different Whiskies with 
the host explaining the production techniques and the 
characteristics of each Whisky.
After each tasting the host will be able to answer any 
questions.  
An added option would be small luxury snacks, which pair 
with each whisky.  The host will be able to explain why 
each snack pairs so well. 

What’s in the box?
• 5 Different Gins in 50ml glass bottles
• All packaging with wood & wood wool in an unbranded 

brown cardboard box which is then placed in another 
box to preserve the whiskies

• Optional Extra @ £18 + VAT: 5 different snacks to pair 
with the whiskies, these are dark chocolate, truffles, 
dried meats, fudge & dried fruits

What you need to provide:
• 5 small glasses for tasting the Whisky



Virtual Beer 
Tasting

Lasts around 60 mins

Cost:  £41.95 + VAT per person plus £420 
+ VAT facilitation fee 
Delivery to UK: £10 + VAT.  Europe on application
Not available from 15th Nov – 24th Dec’ 21

Our Beer host will take you through the event explaining 
each process and making sure you have everything you 
need in front of you.
Guests will be taken through the 3 different Beers with the 
host explaining the production techniques and the 
characteristics of each Beer.
With each beer, the host will pair it with a small snack of 
either cheese, peanuts or chocolate.

What’s in the box?
• 3 Different Craft Beers, 1 x lager, 1 x IPA, 1 x Imperial 

Stout
• 3 Different snacks to pair with the beers:  chocolate, 

peanuts & cheese.
• All packaging with wood & wood wool in an unbranded 

brown cardboard box which is then placed in another 
box to preserve the beers.

What you need to provide:
• 3 glasses for tasting the Beer



Virtual 
Wine 
Tasting

Lasts around 60 mins

Cost:  £35.95 + VAT per person plus £420 
+ VAT facilitation fee 
Delivery to UK: £10 + VAT.  Europe on application
Not available from 15th Nov – 24th Dec’ 21

Our Wine tutor will guide the attendees through the 
different grape varieties in the bottles they have, showing 
them the characteristics and discussing the differences in 
the grapes of the same variety grown in different parts of 
the world. 

Guests will learn how to recognise a grape through smell 
and taste and the principles of pairing with food. 

What’s in the box?
• 6 x 187ml bottles of wine
• White: 1 x Italian Pinot Grigio, 1 x Australian 

Chardonnay, 1 x New Zealand Sauvignon Blanc
• Red:  1 x French Merlot, 1 x Rioja, 1 x Argentinian 

Malbec
• All packaged with wood wool in a presentation box and 

then placed in a mailing bag to preserve the box.

What you need to provide:
• Ideally 6 wine glasses (or 2 if you rinse in between)
• Fridge to chill white wine for 2-3 hrs prior to event



Virtual 
Christmas 
Wine& 
Cheese 
Tasting

Lasts around 60 mins

Cost:  £49.95 + VAT per person plus £420 
+ VAT facilitation fee 
Delivery to UK: £10 + VAT.  Europe on application

Our Wine & Cheese expert will guide the attendees 
through how to taste the wine with the cheese and talk 
about how the flavour profiles work together

Guests will learn how to recognise a grape through smell 
and taste and the principles of pairing with cheese. 

What’s in the box?
• 4 x 187ml bottles of wine
• White: 1 x Australian Chardonnay, 1 x New Zealand 

Sauvignon Blanc
• Red: 1 x Rioja, 1 x Argentinian Malbec
• 4 x Cheeses:  Goats Cheese, Jarlsberg, Manchego & 

Mature Cheddar
• All packaged with wood wool in a presentation box and 

then placed in a mailing bag to preserve the box.

What you need to provide:
• Ideally 4 wine glasses 
• Fridge to chill white wine for 2-3 hrs prior to event
• A knife & plate or cheese board



Flavour
Explorer 
Sensory 
Challenge

Lasts around 60 mins

Cost:  £41 + VAT per person
NB: Minimum Numbers 40. UK Delivery included

The Flavour Explorer Session is a live session curated from 
our Lick Me Lab. Each participant has a taste box delivered 
to their homes ready for the session and each box has 15 
taster packs containing various ingredients, flavours and 
experiments that we use to build their flavour profile.  
This includes for example:

• 5 key tastes
• 1 Supertaster test
• 1 magical milkshake powder
• 1 flavour tripping sweet silencer
• 1evaporated snack. 

During the live session, we explore the 5 senses (taste, 
scent, touch, smell and sight), tasting things and trying 
experiments and performing little flavour magic tricks 
along the way.  Through this we build up your own 
personal flavour profile, to help you better understand 
what type of foods work best for you! 



Virtual 
Chocolate 
Challenge

Lasts around 60 mins.  Available for 12-300 guests

Cost:  £38 + VAT per person
UK Delivery included.  Add a Chocolate Martini for 
£12 + VAT

We’re bringing you a fabulous way to connect with 
your team in lockdown! We’ve created a delicious team 
building activity that will be sure to create lasting 
memories, bond your team and heighten everyone’s 
spirits. For an hour you and your team will be 
entertained by our charismatic Chocolatier, learn new 
chocolate skills and make the most delicious fresh 
cream truffles anyone’s ever tasted – all from the 
comfort of everyone’s kitchen. It’s remote working at 
its best! 

Delicious fresh cream truffles, including our Isolation 
Creations…
•The ‘I’m Losing my Marbles’ – a delicious dark 
chocolate truffle, marbled with milk chocolate and 
finished off with a dash of white chocolate flakes.
•The ‘Honey I’m Still at Home’ – an indulgent milk 
chocolate truffle, with a honeycomb surprise.
•The ‘I’m Going Coconutty’ – a yummy dark chocolate 
truffle, rolled in coconut and finished with a sprinkling 
of raspberry dust.



Premium 
Virtual Wine 
& Cheese 
Tasting

Lasts up to 90 mins

Cost:  £48 + VAT per person plus Live 
Expert Host Fee from £1,100 + VAT
NB: Premium Wine & Cheese Option @ £75 + VAT

To remove Cheese deduct £8 + VAT pp
UK Delivery included

This fun, online tasting showcases the finest British 
cheeses and matching international wines in a humour-
filled show. Inspired by cheesemaker and wine expert 
Francis Gimblett’s 100 Cheesemakers in 100 Days road trip 
and forthcoming book, Gimblett’s Guide to the Best of 
British Cheese, the experience is as engaging as being in 
the same room.
Our team will provide the entertainment as well as the 
logistics to support your remotely-hosted event.
In the interactive show guests learn how to detect milk 
type, age and production method of 6 of the finest artisan 
cheeses, as well as grape types, region and quality of 6 
international wines. The event begins with light-hearted 
instruction on tasting, then guests deduce the answers set 
on the tasting charts in small groups, promoting 
interaction.
The event also covers essential cheese and wine tips 
covering aspects of buying, storage and service, as well as 
food and wine matching.
Guests can pose questions, interact in quick-fire quizzes 
based on the introduction and win prizes.



Premium
Virtual Ale & 
Cheese 
Masterclass

Lasts up to 90 mins

Cost:  £48 + VAT per person plus Live 
Expert Host Fee from £1,100 + VAT
NB: To remove Cheese deduct £8 + VAT pp
UK Delivery included

A fun and fast-paced beer tasting and challenge using 6 
real ales from the finest of the country’s breweries.

Whether beer drinkers or not, this event holds guests 
enthralled from the outset using a combination of skill 
development, competition and humour. With a blend of 
stand-up and instruction, guests are led on a journey of 
their palates before detecting a range of elements in each 
of the 6 beers, as well as taking part in quizzes and other 
fun and interactive segments.

In the twenty years we have been hosting beer events, 
they have kept up with the rapid development of the real 
ale movement and have visited all, and even worked at 
some, of the breweries from which we buy.

In the interactive show guests also learn how to detect 
milk type, age and production method of 6 of the finest 
artisan cheeses.



Premium
Virtual 
Whisky & 
Cheese 
Masterclass

Lasts up to 90 mins

Cost:  £48 + VAT per person plus £1,580 + 
VAT Live Expert Host Fee
NB: To remove Cheese deduct £8 + VAT pp
UK Delivery included

A fun and interactive whisky and cheese masterclass 
tasting with competitive elements and a healthy dram of 
humour.

This tasting is not just for the whisky buff or even those 
partial to it. It’s an experience that engages all equally, as 
your expert host gives guests pointers on how to spot 
region, cask type and age, before they compete in a fun 
challenge using a range of 6 premium and rare single 
malts.

Your expert host, courtesy of a familial connection with 
the Highlands and a passion for the subject that has taken 
him to most of Scotland’s malt whisky distilleries, hosts 
the tasting with a trademark blend of improvisation, 
humour and knowledge.

In the interactive show guests also learn how to detect 
milk type, age and production method of 6 of the finest 
artisan cheeses.



Need more information?
Contact Frances Gaffney

07867 791003
https://globaleventsolutions.org/

https://globaleventsolutions.org/

